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Abstract—This paper proposes a scalable design for next-gen-
eration optical cross-connects (OXCs). We present a novel strategy
for dimensioning the switching capability as a long term planning.
Switching fabrics in OXCs have to be expanded according to
traffic growth, which may incur a scalability problem due to the
exponentially increasing cost in manufacturing and maintenance.
The proposed scheme expands the switching capacity of OXCs
with waveband- and fiber-switching components (or, equivalently,
expands the network capacity with waveband- and fiber-switching
tiers). To minimize the number of extra fibers for waveband- and
fiber-switching tiers required to satisfy a given traffic matrix,
we formulate the problem of routing and wavelength assignment
(RWA) with tunnel allocation (RWAT) into a constraint program-
ming (CP) process. The CP is simplified as two integer linear
programming (ILP) processes that are performed sequentially.
Experiments are conducted on four examples to compare the
throughput and the number of switching points when different
switching architectures are adopted under different traffic in-
crease. The benefits of our approach are demonstrated. Finally,
we conclude that the proposed optimization scheme can dimension
the networks with expandability and scalability to the growing
traffic demand.

Index Terms—Generalized multiprotocol label switching
(GMPLS), multigranularity, optical cross-connect (OXC), wave-
band, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH THE growth in traffic, more network resources need
to be deployed. It is important to expand the total net-

work capacity in a scalable manner. However, simply expanding
the switching fabrics that perform lambda switching may cause
scalability problem in manufacturing and maintenance, which
make costs exponentially growing with the size of switching
fabrics. In this paper, we develop an approach that can expand
the total switching capacity by equipping the network with tiers
of various switching types, i.e., lambda, waveband, and fiber
switching. Thus, switching can be done at different traffic gran-
ularity. We term the optical cross-connects (OXCs) that can
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handle multigranularity traffic in the optical domain as multi-
granularity OXCs (MG-OXCs).

In this paper, we make two key design assumptions. First, the
same as the study in [1], we assume the minimum switching unit
of a fiber can be either wavelength channels or wavebands, or
the entire fiber. Therefore, a fiber can be categorized as lambda,
waveband, or fiber switching. Accordingly, input/output ports
of MG-OXCs are assigned to one of the three switching types.
Links are composed of a number of fibers for different types of
switching fabrics.

The second assumption is that each MG-OXC has a fixed
number of lambda-switched input/output ports, while the num-
bers of input/output ports for fiber and waveband switching are
subject to design and optimization according to the traffic. The
reason is that the lambda-switching devices and modules are far
from being scalable in design and manufacturing compared to
those for fiber and waveband switching. So, we expand the fiber
and/or waveband-switching capacity when the original network
cannot accommodate the growing traffic.

Under the above two design assumptions, the network
resources to be dimensioned become explicit—the number of
fibers in each switching tier, as well as the switching capacity
(i.e., the number of input/output ports) in MG-OXCs for each
switching type. The dimensioning can either be performed
through a programming process, or through a heuristic ap-
proach where the whole process includes subtasks that can
be solved sequentially. In addition, the traffic matrix will be
satisfied through an routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
process after dimensioning the network switching capacity.

The idea of multigranularity traffic in the optical domain with
the generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS) control
plane has been extensively reported since the early 2000, and
the Internet draft devoted to this topic first emerged in mid
2001 [2]. Relevant simulation-based switch architecture design
can only be seen in [1] and [3]–[7]. In [4], only qualitative
descriptions were provided. In [5], although analysis was pre-
sented, it emphasized on point-to-point transmission systems,
where traffic grooming was not considered. In [3], the authors
considered lightpath bundling in the networks with OXCs
that employ two-stage multiplexing switching architecture, or
called hierarchical cross-connects (HXCs). The lightpaths from
different sources and to the same destination can be bundled as
wavebands at intermediate nodes. The design of the HXCs was
formulated into an integer linear programming (ILP). However,
the design approach in [3] can be further elaborated. First, the
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Fig. 1. MG-OXC architecture proposed in [1].

constraint imposed on the lightpath bundling can be relaxed
for better capacity efficiency. Second, the number of total
switching points in the HXCs can be further reduced by jointly
considering fiber-switching tier to explore more possibility of
lightpath bundling. In [7], the same switch architecture and
design approach as that in [3] were adopted considering the
two aspects mentioned above. However, the ILP formulation
in [7] suffers from very high computation complexity because
all input/output ports need to be numbered even if the fibers
are in the same switching tier. In addition, the weighting
parameters in the target function of the ILP formulation have
never been addressed, which are crucial to optimization results.
The heuristic proposed in [7] provides a routing scheme not
considering increasing the chance of lightpath bundling. The
above facts leave the study in [7] some space to improve.

A different MG-OXC architecture was proposed by us [1],
[6], where the lightpath bundling is physically realized by wave-
band- and fiber-switching components. In [1] and [6], we high-
lighted the problem of RWAT in MG-OXC networks. We de-
veloped three heuristic algorithms for path selection to improve
the performance in MG-OXC networks with dynamic traffic,
and concluded that the use of MG-OXCs with a proper allo-
cation of different switching types in the network can win the
best benefits. However, the previous study was limited to the
resource allocation schemes under dynamic traffic, where the
switching capacity in each tier was fixed in every node and the
number of fibers connected to each switching type along dif-
ferent links was the same. The dimensioning of switching ca-
pacity according to growing traffic demand has never been seen
in MG-OXC networks.

In this paper, we formulate the RWAT problem into a
constraint programming (CP). To reduce the computation com-
plexity induced by the CP formulation, we propose a heuristic
approach where the whole optimization process is separated
into two ILP processes that can be sequentially performed.
Experiments are conducted on the proposed MG-OXC archi-
tecture and dimensioning algorithm, followed by a numerical
analysis on the total number of switching points in the network.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce
the MG-OXC architecture. In Section III, the RWAT problem is
formulated into a CP process. In Section IV, a heuristic approach
is presented to solve the RWAT problem with much less com-
putation complexity. In Section V, performance is evaluated for
the proposed switching architecture. Different strategies for di-
mensioning the switching capacity are compared. Section VI is
the conclusion.

II. MG-OXC ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe the functional architecture and
some design issues of MG-OXCs with three tiers in the optical
domain (i.e., fiber-, waveband- and lambda-switching tiers).

A. Functional Architecture

The traffic hierarchy in the optical domain has been well
defined in the GMPLS control plane [2] and was also described
in detail in [1]. This paper adopts the MG-OXC architecture
proposed in [1] shown in Fig. 1. The fiber-switching box at
the left-hand side dispatches the input fibers to either fiber-,
waveband-, or lambda-switching fabrics. The lambda- and
waveband-switching boxes and the fiber-switching box on the
right-hand side perform space switching at given granularities.
The design assumption that each input/output port has a specific
switching type simplifies the control and design, which is one
of the most distinguishing characteristics in our study from the
others.

In Fig. 1, the add–drop multiplexer performs time-division
multiplexing on individual lightpaths. In this paper, exchanging
time slots without an add–drop operation is not allowed. The
subwavelength tier will not be considered in the following dis-
cussion since we focus on the optical domain.

B. Tunneling

Our design objective is to dimension the network capacity
such that more traffic demand can be accommodated. As the
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Fig. 2. Lambda-switching OXC with
 input/output ports.

Fig. 3. MG-OXC with only a fiber-switching tier (the waveband-switching tier
is absent in this case).

traffic demand increases, the requirement on the switching ca-
pacity is increased accordingly. To expand the switching ca-
pacity, it is economical to expand the fiber- and/or waveband-
switching tiers while keeping the lambda-switching core fixed.
Fig. 2 shows an OXC with only lambda-switching capacity.
As the traffic demand grows, we can gradually increase the
number of input fibers to the OXC that are fiber- or/and wave-
band-switched, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3.

Since the proposed MG-OXC architecture is no longer non-
blocking, virtual connectivity needs to be defined before allo-
cating network resources to lightpath requests. The development
of the virtual connectivity in the fiber- and waveband-switching
tiers is called a process oftunneling[1]. The fiber- and wave-
band-switching tiers are calledtunnel tiers. A lightpath with a
specific wavelength can take a tunnel if the wavelength channel
is free in the tunnel. This can be explained by a simple example
in Fig. 4. A fiber tunnel is set up along route A-B-C, where node
B allocates one input/output port to the tunnel. In this case, since
a fiber from node A has taken the fiber-switching port in node B,
no other input fibers to node B can be fiber-switched at this time.
In other words, the virtual connectivity in the fiber-switching
tier from node D to B does not exist.

Fig. 4. Tunnel tiers. Lambda-switching box (LSB) and fiber-switching box
(FSB).

Fig. 5. Illustration for the network topology with tunnels.

The starting and terminating nodes of a tunnel are called the
entry andexit of the tunnel, respectively. As a lightpath goes
through a tunnel, it is bundled with other lightpaths having dif-
ferent wavelengths at theentry and separated at theexit. In
this paper, a tunnel can only traverse the shortest path between
the correspondingentry–exitpair. The network capacity is ex-
panded by having tunnels as extra virtual connections. An ex-
ample is shown in Fig. 5 for an augmented network.

The entry–exit pairs can be jointly determined with the
RWA problem through an optimization process, and will be
demonstrated in Section III. To reduce computation complexity,
a heuristic approach is developed so that theentry–exitpairs
are determined before the RWA process, and will be introduced
in Section IV.

C. Calculation of Switching Points

With the MG-OXC switching architecture, the total size of
switching fabrics (or the number of mirrors for the microelec-
tromechanical system (MEMS) devices concerned in this study)
is reduced. We assume that two-dimensional (2-D) MEMS tech-
nology is used in the switching boxes, where the number of mir-
rors taken by an switch is [8]. The symbols , ,
and denote the numbers of input/output ports in nodefor
fiber, waveband, and lambda switching. Assume a fiber contain

wavelengths or wavebands. Three different switch archi-
tectures are studied in this paper, the lambda-switching OXCs
(shown in Fig. 2, referred to as configuration Case 1 in this
paper), the MG-OXCs (shown in Fig. 1, referred to as configu-
ration Case 2), and the MG-OXCs with only the fiber-switching
tier (shown in Fig. 3, referred to as configuration Case 3). The
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number of switching points (or, equivalently, the number of mir-
rors with 2-D flexibility in the MEMS technology, which is sym-
bolized as SSP) for each configuration is

SSP (1)

SSP (2)

SSP (3)

where . An analysis on the size of switch
fabrics with regard to the throughput that can be achieved will
be conducted in Section V.

III. FORMULATION FOR THE RWAT PROBLEM

Based on the MG-OXC architecture introduced above, we
formulate the RWAT problem into a CP process, which is char-
acterized by adopting nonbinary variables in the formulation. A
network can be represented by, where , , and are set
of nodes, directional links, and source-destination (S-D) pairs
that issue traffic, respectively. The optimization objective is to
satisfy a traffic matrix , which specifies the traffic demand (or
the number of lightpaths to be setup) for each S-D pair. Note
that a lightpath is directional and, thus,may not be symmet-
rical. According to the second design assumption mentioned in
Section I, the number of fibers witch switching granularity of
lambda (i.e., ) is fixed in any node ; however, the numbers
of fibers for waveband and fiber switching (i.e., and ,
respectively) are adaptive to the given traffic matrix, and will be
determined in the optimization process. The number of fibers in
the tunnel tiers along each directional link also needs to be de-
termined. Assume that all tunnels have lengths in hops greater
than or equal to the average distance in a network. This is im-
portant to reduce the resource fragmentation in the tunnel tiers
[1]. All node-pairs with a distance larger than or equal to the av-
erage distance of the network have been collected into node-pair
set . Some other variables are defined as follows:

number of lightpaths connecting node-pair
( ) on wavelength ;
number of lightpaths demanded from node
to node ;
number of lightpaths in the lambda-
switching tier connecting node pair ( )
and traversing link on wavelength ;

, are the numbers of lightpaths flowing
into/out of node that are fiber-switched,
respectively;

, are the numbers of lightpaths flowing
into/out of node that are wave-
band-switched, respectively;

, are the numbers of waveband tunnels on
wavelength and fiber tunnels with theentry
andexit at node and , and taking the th
shortest path betweenand ;

, , are the numbers of fibers for fiber, wave-
band, and lambda switching along link ;
binary indicator which is 1 if the -th
shortest path between node-pair ()
passes link and zero, otherwise;

returns the set of shortest paths for node pair
( ).

The optimization is formulated as a CP process shown below

(4)

subject to the following constraints:

for any node (5)

(6)

if
if
otherwise,

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

The target function (4) aims to minimize the switching capacity
that needs to be expanded in the fiber- and waveband-switching
tiers. A factor reflects the fact that the cost of expanding
input/output ports for fiber- and waveband-switching is dif-
ferent. Equation (5) or (6) stipulates that the switching capacity
of a specific type in a node should be equal to the sum of all
input (or output) fibers to (or from) the node for that switching
type. Equation (7) shows the equilibrium of traffic flows
entering and leaving a node on a wavelength. These are called
the flow conservation constraints. An example is shown in
Fig. 6, where the fiber-, waveband-, and lambda-switched fibers
entering node should be the same as the switching capacity
of each type in node. Equations (8) and (9) [or (10) and
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Fig. 6. Example showing the capacity in each switching tier of nodeb, where
b 2 N . The number of fiber-, waveband-, and lambda-switched fibers entering
nodeb is 3, 2, and 3, respectively.

Fig. 7. Example for (13).

(11)] impose an upper bound on the number of lightpaths on
wavelength that possibly enter (or leave) node, which is the
number of tunnels to be established. Equation (12) describes
the relationship between the number of fiber-switched fibers
along a link and the fiber tunnels that can be supported along
that link. Equation (13) imposes an upper bound on the number
of waveband tunnels along a link that can be supported by the
waveband-switched fibers on that link. It is an upper bound as
opposed to an exact value in (12) because a waveband-switched
fiber can support up to waveband tunnels, while each
fiber-switched fiber is lighted up for a single fiber tunnel. A
factor is required in (13) because an entire band of
wavelength is summed for each link, which yields
times of desired value. Fig. 7 shows an example. Assume only
two out of wavebands are taken as waveband tunnels along
the fiber. Note that each waveband has wavelength
channels. In case only a single fiber is for waveband-switching,
(13) returns when we sum up each tunnelfor each
wavelength plane in the fiber. Therefore, we must factor the
summation result by to derive the number of waveband
tunnels along this fiber. Equation (14) imposes an upper bound
on the number of lightpaths that are lambda-switched along
a link. Equation (15) is necessary if any upper boundis
imposed on the number of total fibers along link . Equation
(16) describes that the traffic demand for an S-D pair should be
the sum of traffic flows between the S-D pair on all wavelength
planes.

IV. HEURISTIC APPROACH

To reduce the computation complexity induced by the
CP formulation, a heuristic approach is developed to design
MG-OXCs. The CP is approximated by three subtasks that can
be handled sequentially. The first subtask is to determine the
entriesand exits of all tunnels. The second is to perform an
RWA process to route lightpath requested in the traffic matrix
and assign wavelengths. The third is to select physical routes
for all tunnels selected in the first subtask. Then the number of
fibers for each switching type is determined. If the entire traffic
matrix cannot be satisfied in the RWA process, more tunnels
will be arranged by repeating the first subtask.

A. Selection of Entry–Exit Pairs

The extra traffic demand is calculated as the offset of traffic
matrix , where is the new traffic matrix. Some
elements in may be negative. is the offset of traffic
demand for node pair ( ).

Recall that all the node pairs with at least the average hop in
a network are stored in set. To selectentry–exit pairs for ,
we definepotentialof a node- pair

(17)
where and are defined as the node sets containing all the
nodes with and hops away from nodeand , respectively;

is a parameter which evaluates the likelihood for the traffic
demand of a node pair to take a tunnel, where the source and
destination of the node pair areand hops away from the
entryandexit of the tunnel, respectively. In this paper

(18)

denotes node pair ( ) with maximum potential,

i.e., . The heuristic algorithm is described

as follows.

Input: ;
Output: Set containing theentry–exitpairs for all tunnels.
Note that multiple tunnels may have the sameentry–exit.
Step 1: Find according to for all ;
Step 2: If , algorithm stops;

Step 3: ; If , add ( ) into

set as a fiber tunnel, where is the number of wavelength
channels supported in a fiber; else if , add ( )
into set as a waveband tunnel;
Step 4: When a fiber tunnel (or a waveband tunnel) is added
into the set , randomly remove or lightpath requests
from the elements ( ) in the offset traffic matrix ,
where and .
Step 5: Go to Step 1.

Note that the selection process does not assign wavelengths.
In other words, the waveband tunnels have not been assigned a
specific wavelength range. The task of wavelength assignment
for the waveband tunnels will be conducted in the RWA process
introduced in the next section. The parameter plays a key
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role to determine the location of theentry andexit of tunnels,
which consequently determines network throughput.

B. RWA

Network capacity is increased by additional tunnels in the
fiber and waveband tiers. Given the endpoints of allentry–exit
pairs, the RWA process can be performed by ILP or heuristic al-
gorithms. This paper introduces an ILP formulation as follows:

(19)

subject to the following constraints:

if
if
otherwise,

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

where is the number of the lightpaths observed by the

lambda-switching devices in node. Note that is the sum
of all traffic flows directly entering node from node , which
traverses either a single wavelength channel or a tunnel;
is a binary indicator which is 1 if theth tunnel defined in set

is a waveband tunnel with anentry–exitpair ( ) and zero,
otherwise; is a binary variable which takes value 1 if theth
tunnel is waveband-switched containing wavelengthand zero,
otherwise; is a binary indicator which is 1 if theth tunnel
defined in set is a fiber tunnel with anentry–exitpair ( ),
and zero, otherwise.

The objective function (19) is to minimize the number
of lightpath requests that cannot be satisfied. Equation (20)
describes the equilibrium of the number of the lightpaths
entering and leaving nodethat are lambda-switched on any
wavelength. The lightpaths can either enter/leave the node’s
lambda-switching tier through a wavelength channel or through
anEntry/Exit of a tunnel. is constrained by (21) and (22)
for the cases where nodesand are adjacent and nonadjacent,
respectively. Equation (23) imposes another constraint to
facilitate wavelength assignment for the waveband tunnels
defined in set .

If some lighpath demands cannot be satisfied through the
above ILP process, the network capacity must be further in-
creased. In this case, the traffic demand that cannot be satis-
fied is taken to form a new offset traffic matrix , and more
tunnels are added by using the procedure described in the pre-
vious section. Then, the ILP is performed again with additional

Entry-Exit pairs. The iterative process does not stop until all
lightpath requests are satisfied, or until a tolerable amount of
residual traffic demand is left unsatisfied.

C. Tunnel Allocation

The entry–exitpairs decide the switching capacity required
in the fiber- and waveband-switching tiers. We must also deter-
mine the physical routes for those tunnels so that the number of
fibers for a switching type along each link can be determined.
This task is equivalent to solve and for link
in the programming process in Section III. We assume that the
cost of taking a fiber for fiber and waveband switching along
link is and . The tunnel allocation can be formu-
lated into an ILP

(24)

subject to the following constraints:

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

where (or ) is a binary variable which is 1 if theth
tunnel in the set is a fiber (or a waveband) tunnel and takes the
th shortest path between itsentry–exitpair and zero, otherwise;

is a binary indicator which is 1 if theth shortest path of
the th tunnel in the set passes link and zero, otherwise;

is a binary indicator which is 1 if theth tunnel in the set
is a waveband tunnel containing wavelength. The target

function (24) is to minimize the total cost of laying fibers for
fiber and waveband switching in each link. Equation (25) relates
the number of fibers for fiber switching on link with the
selection of physical routes for all the fiber tunnels. Equation
(26) means that the number of fibers for waveband-switching
is the maximum number of waveband tunnels on the same link
with a specific wavelength range. For example, if a link contains
ten waveband tunnels with a specific wavelength range, we have
to prepare at least ten fibers on this link for waveband switching.
Equations (27)–(29) are the same as (5), (6), and (15).

The flowchart in Fig. 8 summarizes the proposed heuristic
approach.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

A. Verification of the Heuristic Approach

To verify the heuristic approach, we compared the results
from the CP in Section III, which is solved by the CPLEX
mixed integer optimizer. We also use ILOG CPLEX simplex op-
timizers with SUN WorkStation Ultra 10 (with 1-GB memory)
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Fig. 8. Flowchart for the proposed heuristic approach to solve RWAT.

to solve the ILP formulations in Sections IV-B and IV-C (for
more information about CPLEX see the ILOG CPLEX Ad-
vanced Reference Manual [9]). Due to the very high compu-
tation complexity, a 10-node network shown in Fig. 9(a) was
tested with and . The original network has two
fibers for lambda switching in each link. Despite this, the com-
putation takes around four days.

The experiment procedure is described as follows. The net-
work was first loaded with random traffic of lightpaths one by
one until ten consecutive blocking occurs, from which the traffic
matrix was formed. Then, we generated a new traffic matrix

for all , where is a
random fluctuation which is set , is the average
percentage value of traffic increase, and the operatorreturns
the maximum integer smaller than the operand. We also pre-
pared all the shortest paths for each node pair in the network.
The results were averaged over ten independent experiments
using different traffic matrices generated through the same pro-
cedure and parameter. The number of the original input/output
ports is 60. The constant in (4) is set to , which is 4 in this
experiment. The constants and are set to 1 for all link

, which means that no difference exists in the cost to lay
down a fiber for fiber-switching or waveband-switching. Table I
lists the number of input/output ports that need to be added into
the network to satisfy the growing traffic demand. The link uti-
lization in each switching tier has a difference within 5%.

From Table I, we observed that the solution by the heuristic
approach is within 10% of that of the CP formulation, and can
be accepted as a good approximation to the optimization solu-
tion. We also found that the ratio between the numbers of extra
input/output ports for the waveband- and fiber-switching tiers is
much determined by the constantand the value of for the
CP formulation case and for the heuristic approach case, respec-
tively. Since we set , the two schemes thus yield a similar
ratio of switching capacity in the waveband- and fiber-switching
tiers (roughly two).

B. Performance Evaluation of Examples

The heuristic approach is further evaluated on four exam-
ples (shown in Fig. 9). The 10-node and 16-node networks in
Fig. 9(a) and (b) are densely meshed with a nodal degree no less

than 3. The 19- and 12-node networks in Fig. 9(c) and (d) are
sparsely meshed with a nodal degree 2.63 and 2.33, respectively.
The 12-node network in Fig. 9(d) can be an expansion of a star
or ring architecture, which is largely adopted in nowadays com-
mercial applications. The main purpose of the experiments is to
compare the networks with lambda-switching OXCs and with
the MG-OXCs in term of the number of total extra input/output
ports required to satisfy the given traffic demand. In addition, an
observation is made on the influence of network topology upon
the arrangement of different switching types. We will only focus
on the analysis the switching architecture with the 2-D MEMS
technology, where the total number of mirrors in the networks
is of interest.

In the simulation, the networks use 16 wavelengths in a fiber.
Originally, five lambda-switched fibers are allocated to each
link. A waveband is defined as four wavelength channels con-
secutive in wavelength. Therefore, wavelengths 1–4, 5–8, 9–12,
and 13–16 are in the first, second, third, and fourth waveband,
respectively. No wavelength conversion is applied. For the com-
parison purpose, we also use the ILP formulation introduced in
[10] to deal with the RWA problem in pure lambda-switched
networks. The construct of the network environment is through
the same approach adopted in the experiment in Section V-A.

Tables II–V show the number of extra input/output ports
required in the four networks to accommodate the increasing
traffic demand (i.e., 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8 times of the original
traffic demand in average). The traffic matrix is increased
by 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% (i.e., , 40, 60, and 80,
respectively) in each case.

From the experiment results it is clear that as the traffic de-
mand increases, the number of input/output ports in the net-
works must be increased roughly in proportion. The amount
of increase of the input/output ports depends on the network
topology and also the switch architecture. The networks ex-
panded with pure lambda-switching capacity (i.e., Case 1) need
the least amount of total extra input/output ports, however, the
networks expanded with pure fiber-switching capacity need the
largest number of input/output ports. We attribute this result to
the less wavelength-hop utilization in the fiber- and waveband-
switching tiers in Case 2 and Case 3. The less wavelength-hop
utilization is incurred by the adoption of larger switching gran-
ularity. The same result has also been reported in [1].

The adoption of the waveband-switching tier (i.e., Case 2)
improves the case with only the fiber-switching tier (i.e.,
Case 3) by saving more input/output ports. Case 2 takes much
less number of input/output ports especially when the networks
were sparsely meshed (e.g., the 12-node network), in which
more than 60% of reduction in the number of extra ports is
achieved. However, this effect becomes less significant as the
network becomes densely meshed. As shown in the experi-
ments for the 10- and 16-node networks (Tables II and III), the
difference in the number of extra input/output ports is around
20% between Case 2 and Case 3. The lightpaths in the sparsely
meshed networks consume more wavelength hops in order to
fit into tunnels due to the poor connectivity in the networks,
which worsens the resource utilization.

The less input/output ports required in the networks of
Case 1 is at the expense of taking more switching points in the
OXCs. The percentage of increase in the total number of extra
mirrors required in the networks, can be determined by
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Fig. 9. The four examples with 10, 16, 19, and 12 nodes adopted in the study. The minimum lengths of tunnels for the three networks are 2, 3, 3, and 3 hops,
respectively.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RESULTS BY THE CP FORMULATION

AND BY THE HEURISTIC APPROACH

TABLE II
NUMBER OF EXTRA INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS IN THE10-NODE NETWORK

WHERE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ORIGINAL INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

IS 150 (Average Nodal Degree = 3:00)

TABLE III
NUMBER OF EXTRA INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS IN THE16-NODE NETWORK

WHERE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ORIGINAL INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

IS 270 (Average Nodal Degree = 3:38)

the expressions in (1)–(3). We use the following three equations
to obtain in each case as shown in (30)–(32), at the
bottom of the next page, where and is the number of

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF EXTRA INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS IN THE19-NODE NETWORK

WHERE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ORIGINAL INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

IS 250 (Average Nodal Degree = 2:63)

TABLE V
NUMBER OF EXTRA INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS IN THE12-NODE NETWORK

WHERE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ORIGINAL INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

IS 140Average Nodal Degree = 2:33)

total input/output ports to node, before and after the switching
capacity is expanded, respectively. By observing (30)–(32), it
is clear that Case 2 and Case 3 need much less switching points
than Case 1 because of the factor in the denominator. In
addition, Case 2 may take a significantly more switching points
than Case 3 if the factor is large. We plot versus the
increase in traffic demand in Fig. 10(a) and (b) using (30)–(32)
for all networks.

The analysis results in Fig. 10 show that Case 1 requires an
increasing amount of extra switching points much faster than
that of the other two cases in all examined network topologies
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Fig. 10. Increase of total number of mirrors (in percentage) corresponding to the increase of traffic demand for the three cases and the four networks examined
in this study; (a), (b), (c), and (d) are for 10-, 16-, 19-, and 12-node networks with a nodal degree 3.0, 3.38, 2.63, and 2.33, respectively.

as the traffic is growing, and most likely suffers from scala-
bility problem. Note that the cost of manufacturing and mainte-
nance for the switching fabrics can be exponentially increased
with the number of mirrors. We also observe that the use of the
waveband-switching tier (i.e., Case 2) takes only a very limited
amount of extra switching points as traffic is growing compared
with Case 3 in which a much larger number of extra input/output
ports are consumed.

In summary, the proposed MG-OXC architecture can ef-
fectively reduce the number of switching points as the traffic
demand grows, while at the expense of a moderate increase
(i.e., ) in the number of input/output ports. In gen-
eral, the adoption of the waveband-switching tier can benefit
the networks by initiating a compromise between the number
of extra input/output ports required and the number of extra
switching points, and improves the design flexibility. With the

SPP (30)

SPP

(31)

SPP (32)
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same number of switching points as traffic is growing, the case
with waveband- and fiber-switching tiers requires much less
input/output ports than the case with only fiber-switching tier
especially when the networks are sparsely meshed.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated a novel approach to dimen-
sioning network capacity, where a switch architecture of
MG-OXCs is adopted. To improve the scalability in manufac-
turing and maintenance for the switch core, the proposed design
method expands the switching capacity in the waveband- and
fiber-switching tiers instead of only the lambda-switching tier.
We formulated the problem of RWAT into a CP according to
traffic matrices. To avoid the very high computation complexity
in solving the CP, we proposed a heuristic approach where the
optimization process is approximated by three subtasks that
can be sequentially performed. Thus, the whole optimization
process is simplified to just performing two ILP processes.
We first conducted an experiment to compare the proposed
heuristic approach with the CP process in Section III, and
found that the heuristic approach can achieve a very good
approximation of the optimal solution. Then experiments on
four networks were conducted to further verify the proposed
design approach. The experiment results showed that the
MG-OXC networks may require more input/output ports than
using pure lambda-switching OXCs. However, the increase
in the number of switching points (or the number of mirrors
with 2-D flexibility in the MEMS technology adopted in this
study) as the traffic is growing can be largely slowed, so as to
improve the network scalability. We also observed from the
experimental results that with the same number of switching
points, the case with waveband- and fiber-switching tiers
required much less input/output ports than the case with only
fiber-switching tier especially when the networks are sparsely
meshed. The proposed heuristic approach can effectively solve
the RWAT problem. Expanding networks with tunnel tiers
compromise between the size of switching fabrics and the
number of input/output ports in OXCs, where the scalability
in manufacturing and maintenance for the switch fabrics
can be improved. Our future study will consider sublambda
traffic in the MG-OXC networks and the networks of multiple
waveband-switching tiers with different traffic granularity.
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